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what to present and discuss …
introduction – (my) background
the Bologna process as the framework
examples from Freiburg and Joensuu
didactical observations

SILVA Network
- European Forest Science Academic
Network
Stands for

“stim ulating and
facilitating interuniversity
co-operation in the field of
Forestry education in
Europe”

SILVA Network
Members

Coordination
:
Universities:
Freiburg
TUM Freising

The oldest
European
universities
till 15th century

Bologna

• Bologna process
The Bologna conference in 1999 initiated farreaching changes of the complete system of
higher education in Europe and started a
process of a dimension not known hitherto.
• “Ministers take into due consideration the conclusions of
the European Councils in Lisbon (2000) and Barcelona
(2002) aimed at making Europe ‘the most competitive and
dynamic knowledge-based economy in the world, capable
of sustainable economic growth with more and better jobs
and greater social cohesion’ and calling for further action
and closer co-operation in the context of the Bologna
Process.”

System of degrees

Attractiveness of
EHEA

ECTS

Linking EHEA & ERA

Lifelong learning

European dimension

Quality assurance

European
Higher Education
Area (EHEA)

Three cycles

Institutions &
students

Mobility

forestry & related curricula at the University of Copenhagen

forestry & related curricula at the University of Copenhagen

types of
international Master programmes
international programmes within single universities

double diploma programmes
joint diploma programmes
single courses, e-learning

what to look at
ideas, structures, regulations
students and graduates
special features, language
experiences, development

forestry & related curricula at the University of Freiburg
Master
4 semesters
(new in 2008)

Geography
of Global
Change

Hydrology

Forest
Sciences

Forest
Ecology
and
Management

Master of
European
Forestry

Environmental
Governance

Renewable
Energy
Management

120 ETCS credits

Master
4 semesters
(start in 2005)
120 ETCS credits

Bachelor
6 semesters
(start in 2005)
120 ETCS credits

Geography

Forest
Management
and
Environment

Minor fields of study (within faculty
of forestry and environmental
sciences) (40 ETCS credits):
e.g.
- Nature protection and
landscape management
- Wood and bioenergy
- International forestry
- Meteorology and climatology
- or minor fields outside faculty)
plus transferable skills courses (20
ETCS credits)

Erasmus mundus programme
– including partner universities worldwide

forestry & related curricula at the University of Joensuu
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